evidentiality in a broad sense, including reported evidentials, inferentials, miratives, quotatives and delocutives in hindi is represented by evidential strategies or non-grammaticalized modes of expression of evidential semantics merged with some other grammatical categories. hindi evidentials are represented morphologically (inferentials marked by moods), syntactically (mirativity) and lexically (delocutives).
the paper is organized as follows. First, some preliminary remarks on the category of evidentiality are made and then the results of my previous paper on the evidentiality, inferentiality and mirativity in hindi are discussed. then some new findings on these topics are presented. Reported speech markers - quotatives, including diachronic aspect, and delocutive nouns and verbs as the compressed modes of direct speech are described. typological characteristics of hindi in respect of evidentiality are suggested. this paper builds on my previous work on evidentiality, inferentiality and mirativity in hindi (Sigorskiy 2010). So it would be reasonable to begin with a summary of the results obtained before.
preliminary remarks
First, as a preliminary, some general remarks are necessary. hindi is not a language with a shaped evidential system. evidentiality is rather a periphery of its grammatical structure. the inferential and the presumptive types of evidentiality seem to be the only domains which are marked on the verb - by the forms of the future tense of the indicative mood, and by the forms of subjunctive and conditional moods. But evidentiality is not the only grammatical category and by no means the main category marked by them. the semantics of evidentiality is an extension of the modal semantics of hindi moods. while modality miratiVity Besides exclamatives, double predicate construction and mirative inferentials, mirativity may be expressed by a specialized syntactic construction - a complex sentence representing a situation which includes two events. the first one, just finished, is interrupted by another event, unexpected and surprising for the speaker (for the speaker's unprepared mind). the pluperfect with particle hii "just", "as soon as" in a main clause and preterite in a subordinate clause are the grammatical markers of the situation showing an unexpected turn of events. For an example:
( (3) and (4) (4) is not the speaker, as in (3), but the addressee. the addressee is surprised, because he expected a different answer. the information is new for the addressee, not for the speaker. Both verbs - 'nikalnaa' and 'Thaharnaa' - demonstrate in (3) and (4) opposite directionality in the mirative context. obviously these two verbs are not the only verbs that comprise a class of verbal mirative constructions, but the preparation of a list of such verbs is a task for the future. as was shown by liperovskij (2006: 222) modality of reliability is expressed in hindi by modal words and particles. these modal phrases comprise a scale of reliability from critical, strong reliability at the top to uncertainty, lack of confidence, weak reliability at the bottom. the syntactic behavior of the modal words of strong and medium reliability differs from those of weak reliability. the modal words of the former class express confidence in affirmative sentences and strong doubt in rhetorical questions, while weak modal words don't form rhetorical questions.
examples of rhetorical questions: If the information seems to be doubtful and unreliable, some special modes of expression, such as verbs like 'seem, look, appear' and indirect moods, like the subjunctive in the following example are used (this example was given above as example 8). Reported evidentiality may be expressed in hindi not only in a periphrastic way but grammatically as well, though such grammatical markers are represented mostly in Dakkhini. the grammatical modes of reported evidentiality are discussed in the following passage.
diachronic and areal aspects of eVidentiality in hindi as I mentioned above, reported evidentiality is expressed in hindi in a periphrastic, narrative way. But historically grammatical markers - quotatives were present in old hindi. what is more, they exist in the MSh also.
Reported evidentiality marked by quotatives is a peculiarity of medieval and modern Dakkhini or Southern hindi of the Deccan, mainly of the city of hyderabad. Reported evidentiality is marked in Dakkhini by converbs of some verbs ('to do', 'to tell') used as quotatives. the isolated Dakkhini is an exception in this respect among various tongues of the hindi area. colin p. Masica (1993: 402-403) defines two groups among the new Indo-aryan languages regarding subordinate clauses with verbs of saying, telling, hearing, thinking, knowing, etc.: 1) hindi-urdu, punjabi, kashmiri, and Sindhi where clause-initial subordinators are preferable, and 2) Bengali, assamese, oriya, gujarati, nepali, and Marathi where "either clause-initial or clause-final subordinators are possible (mainly the former in Bengali, mainly the latter in oriya, Marathi, and nepali), with concomitant placement rightward or leftward respectively, while in Sinhalese there are only the latter (…) In Sinhalese, Dakkhini urdu, oriya, Bengali, assamese, and also nepali, the use of a postposed marker based on the C p [Conjunctive participal] of the verb say (…) has often been remarked upon as a Dravidian calque…" this division is described by j. Bayer in the following way: "the bigger modern Southasian languages generally fall into the Indo-aryan and the Dravidian group. the former show the Indo-european (Ie) model of sentential complementation and relativization, i.e. complement or relative clauses have an articulated left periphery in which we see either a functional head such as a complementizer (C) or an operator like a relative pronoun or relative phrase. Sentential complements are uniformly positioned to the right of the heads that select them. the Dravidian model typically has clause-final affixal operators which bind variables to their left unselectively; the function of complementizers is performed by clausefinal elements which are usually grammaticalized verbs of saying. In the unmarked case, sentential complements are positioned to the left of the heads that select them. In various languages on the Indian subcontinent the two systems coexist in one and the same grammar. the languages in question, Marathi, Southern hindi-urdu (Dakkhini hindi-urdu), oriya, Bengali, and assamese, are geographically located in the South and in the east and northeast of India." (Bayer 2001: 11) . Such languages are called hybrid languages: "I call those languages hybrid which show a mix of final and initial heads." (Bayer 1999: 233) . also Singh 1980.
a. Davison (2007b: 175) recognizes three classes in this respect: "languages with final yes/no question markers allow final complementizers, either demonstratives or quotative participles. these properties define three classes, one with only final Cp heads (Sinhala), one with only initial Cp heads (hindi, panjabi, kashmiri) and others with both possibilities."
the Indo-aryan - Dravidian convergence is a result of the long historical process of contacts between aryans and dravidians, as is shown in pray 1980, arora & Subbarao 1989 , Subbarao & arora 1988 -1990 and junghare 2009 early Dakkhini texts preserve more "northern" features than modern Dakhhini. In (13) direct speech is marked with the final complementizer kar 'being done' ("DoIng/MakIng, which … is often found to subsume SaYIng" - plank 2005: 462). usually the verbs of saying are found in this position. example (14) includes the verb samajhnaa 'to consider' and examples from modern Dakkhini (15) and (16) (18, 19, 20) I haven't mentioned here compound/simple verbs as modes of evidentiality, inferentiality and mirativity because it is the subject of special investigation. Some notes were made by Bashir 2006, section 3.5, based upon examples provided by p. hook.
delocutiVe VerBs and delocutiVe nouns as eVidentiality markers the notion of the 'delocutive verb' was introduced by e. Benveniste 1977 Benveniste (1966 . according to plank 2005: 459, "Delocutive verbs can be defined as verbs derived from a base X which means 'by saying or uttering "X" (to someone) to perform an act which is culturally associated with the meaning or force of X', where X is a variable ranging over types of things that can be said or uttered - 2nd person pronouns and other terms of address, words for asking and answering questions, formulaic expressions for social acts like greetings, various kinds of expressives, characterizations of speech peculiarities." there is no prototypical, grammatically marked evidentiality in hindi. all evidentials, inferentials and miratives are an extension or a periphery of some other grammatical forms. the most grammaticalized are inferentials, marked by moods - indicative including presumptive future, subjunctive or conditional/irrrealis moods. Inferential semantics is usually combined with presumptive and epistemic semantics. In addition to inferentiality marked by moods, it may be manifested by discourse words, lexical units etc.
Converbs derived from the verbs of saying used as quotatives are mainly a peculiarity of Dakkhini. But it would be wrong to argue that it is entirely the result of Dakhini-Dravidian convergence. Quotative converbs as left head complementizers exist in northern hindi as well.
the distinction of visual/sensory, firsthand/non-firsthand etc. evidentials is usually not expressed explicitly in hindi. hindi evidentials are not combined only with resultative semantics or limited by resultativity, as can be seen in iranian and turkish (Comrie 2000: 3-4) . evidential semantics are scattered over the whole grammar in hindi, and its modes of expression are not grammaticalized, but this doesn't mean that evidential meanings can't be expressed properly. 
